We propose a novel image segmentation technique based on the non-parametric clustering procedure in the discretized color space. The discrete probability density function is estimated in two steps. Multidimensional color histogram is created, which is afterwards used to acquire final density estimate using the variable kernel density estimation technique. Segmentation is obtained by mapping revealed range domain clusters to the spatial image domain. The proposed method is highly efficient, running in time linear to the number of the image pixels with low constant factors. The output of the algorithm can be accommodated for a particular application to simplify the integration with other image processing techniques. Quantitative evaluation on a standard test dataset proves that the quality of the segmentations provided by the proposed method is comparable to the quality of the segmentations generated by other widely adopted low-level segmentation techniques, while running times are several times faster.
Introduction
Segmentation of a complex scene into perceptually logical homogeneous regions is a fundamental step in the process of understanding visual information. This low-level task is often the first step in complex vision systems where the accuracy of the final scene interpretation strongly depends on the quality of provided segmentation.
Partitioning an image into non-overlapping regions can be based on different homogeneity criteria, such as gray level, color or texture. Regardless of the attributes used, for an image segmentation algorithm to be broadly useful, the method should be non-parametric in the sense that it should not rely upon a priori knowledge, like number of segments or implicitly assumed shape [1] . The objective of a low-level segmentation should not aim to produce a final segmentation. Instead, it should use low-level attributes to suggest candidate partitions, while higher-level knowledge can be used to select among these for the further processing [2] . Externally, the algorithm should be operated with a small set of intuitively clear controlling parameters. These should be used to control low-level processing, based on task specific interpretations derived at higher levels [3] . Real time processing enforces constraints for the segmentation algorithm, making a computational complexity a central issue. The efficiency of the existing algorithms is still far from other low-level procedures such as edge detection [4] . Our motivation was to provide a computationally efficient low-level segmentation tool that can produce high quality segmentations.
The proposed segmentation algorithm relies on clustering of pixels in the feature space spanned by color coordinates. Clusters are represented by hills in the multidimensional color histogram estimated in two steps.
Initial density is estimated by counting pixels which populate each cell in the discretized color space. Afterwards variable kernel density estimation [5] is applied to compensate the effect of scale variations in the input data. Revealed clusters of pixels are mapped to image segments, spatially continuous regions in the image.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The overview of the related work is given in Section 2.
In Section 3 important concepts of density-based clustering and kernel density estimation are reviewed. In Section 4 we propose the general grid-based clustering technique. The image segmentation algorithm based on the technique introduced in Section 4 is proposed in Section 5, followed by evaluation results in Section 6.
Conclusion is given in Section 7.
Related work
Although the research in this area has led to many different image segmentation techniques presented in the literature [6] , no single algorithm can be considered good for all applications and all images [7] . Segmentation methods used for color images can be divided into two main categories: feature-space based techniques (clustering methods [8, 9, 10] and histogram multi-thresholding [7, 11, 12] ) and image-domain based techniques. The latter are further divided into pixel-similarity based algorithms [13, 14, 15] and pixel-difference based algorithms [2, 4, 16] . Image-domain based techniques exploit the pixel context interaction which increase computational complexity. The most common feature-space techniques gained their popularity through the adaptive k-means algorithm [17, 18] . Most of these methods are parameterized with number of expected clusters. Number of clusters is determined automatically in the Mean Shift algorithm [1] using nonparametric density estimation and gradient guided hill-climbing procedure.
Histogram-based approaches relay on the estimation of the discrete density in the designated color space where the clusters are represented by hills in the histogram. These methods are not parameterized with the a priori knowledge about number of clusters or their shape. The result depends on the discretization resolution of the feature space and the quality of provided segmentations can degrade if scale variations are present in the input data. To overcome this drawback, the Hill-manipulation algorithm [19] adaptively refines histogram resolution in the regions of higher density. Beside abovementioned, methods exist that combine information contained in different attributes or apply postprocessing to improve the quality of the segmentation acquired by color quantization [20, 21] .
Density based clustering
Broad category of feature space analysis techniques rely on the estimation of the probability density function (PDF) of the data set. Estimated density reveals patterns in data distribution where dense regions correspond to clusters of the data separated by regions of low density or noise. Clustering is based on determining local maxima (modes) of PDF and associated basins of attraction. The main concept is based on the density attractor notion [22] .
Definition 1 (Density attractor)
A point x * ∈ R d is a density attractor of the probability density function
where
Each density attractor of PDF delineates associated basin of attraction, a set of points x ∈ R d for which hill-climbing procedure started at x converges to x * . Hill-climbing procedure can be guided by a gradient of PDF [23, 24] or step-wise [22] .
Definition 2 (Strong density attractor)
Strong density attractor x * is density attractor satisfying
where ξ is a noise level.
Definition 2 defines significant density attractors with regard to the uniformly distributed noise and non-specific data samples, called outliers. Due to noise and outliers, PDF can exhibit local variations with the density low compared to the modes corresponding to significant clusters. Implicitly defined number of clusters corresponds to the number of modes above noise level.
Kernel density estimation [25] is a PDF estimation method based on the concept that the density function at a continuity point can be estimated using the sample observation that falls within a region around that point.
The inherent distribution f (x) of the data set D at x ∈ R d can be estimated as the average of the identically scaled kernels centered at each sample:
where bandwidth h is the scaling factor.
The shape of the PDF estimate is strongly influenced by the bandwidth h, which defines the scale of observation. Larger values of h result in smoother density estimate, while for smaller values the contribution of each sample to overall density has the emphasized local character, resulting in density estimate revealing details on a finer scale. The fixed bandwidth h, constant across x ∈ R d , affects the estimation performance when the data exhibit local scale variations. Frequently more smoothing is needed in the tails of the distribution, while less smoothing is needed in the dense regions.
Underlying data distribution can be more accurately described using the variable bandwidth kernel. By selecting a different bandwidth h = h(x i ) for each sample x i , the sample point density estimator [5, 26] is defined:
Improvements can be obtained by setting the bandwidth h(x i ) to be reciprocal to the square root [27] of the
where h 0 is the fixed bandwidth and λ is a proportionality constant. Since f D (x) is unknown density to be estimated, the practical approach [26] is to use an initial pilot estimatef D (x) and to take proportionality constant λ as the geometric mean of all
Grid-based clustering with adaptive kernel density estimation
Grid-based clustering methods discretize the data domain into a finite number of cells, forming a multidimensional grid structure on which the operations are performed. These techniques are typically fast since they depend on the number of cells in each dimension of the quantized space rather than the number of actual data objects [28, p. 243 ].
We propose a new two-step technique for the discrete density estimation. Firstly, initial histogram is created by counting input data samples which populate each cell of the discretized domain. Secondly, the sample point density estimator (5) is applied to gain final density estimate, where initial density estimate is used to compute variable bandwidth (6). We will now proceed with the introduction of the general grid-based clustering technique.
Discrete density estimation
The process of the estimation of the discrete density of the data set D = {x 1 , ..., x N } ∈ R d starts with domain discretization. Bounding d-dimensional hyperrectangle is determined and the domain is partitioned into ddimensional hypercubes with side length σ. The density at some point x is strongly influenced by a limited set of samples near that point, thus density can be approximated with local density functionf D (x). We adopt the sample point density estimation technique (5) where each sample is assigned the variable bandwidth (6), resulting in the adaptive local density function:
The variable bandwidth is defined by:
wheref D is the initial density estimate obtained by counting data samples which populate each cell of the multidimensional histogram. Proportionality constant λ is set to the geometric mean off D [26] . Adaptive neighborhood for each sample x l is defined by:
where τ (x l ) is the variable proportionality factor. According to (6) we define τ (x l ) with:
where τ 0 is the fixed proportionality factor. The cell width σ is computed from the fixed bandwidth h 0 by:
where ρ is the discretization parameter. Setting the bandwidth to be multiple of the cell width intuitively prescribes a set of neighboring cells in which contribution of each sample should be accounted for.
The introduced PDF estimation technique requires two passes through the data to compute the initial and the final density estimate. Efficiency of this procedure can be increased such that it requires one pass while preserving the accuracy. Let
be the contribution of the sample x j at point x. Inserting (12) into (7) yieldŝ
Let c u denote the spatial coordinates of the center of the u-th histogram cell. The contribution of all samples which populate the v-th cell to the density of the u-th cell is approximatelŷ
The contribution is accounted for as if all samples were located in the center of the cell. Asset of the adaptively scaled kernel centered at the v-th cell is multiplied with the number of samples populating that cell. By inserting (14) into (13) we obtain:f
wheref D (c u ) is estimated discrete density of the u-th cell. The approximation in (14) computes the contribution of all samples which populate a single cell in one pass.
The basic feature of all grid-based clustering techniques is a low computational complexity. However, discretization unavoidably introduces error and lowers the performance in disclosing clusters of different scales which are often present in the real data. Some techniques attempt to solve this problem by allowing arbitrary mesh refinement in densely populated areas [29, 30] . The resulting grid structure has complex neighboring relations between adjacent cells, which introduces computational overhead in the clustering procedure. Moreover, an additional pass through the data is often required to construct the adaptive grid.
The proposed technique is based on a single resolution grid, thus a simple hill-climbing procedure can efficiently detect modes and associated basins of attraction. The estimator is self-tuned to the local scale variations in the data set by using the variable bandwidth and adaptive neighbourhood. The density estimation algorithm requires one pass through the input data and an additional pass through populated cells, yielding
where N is cardinality of the data set, M is the number of populated cells and constant r, proportional to ρ d , is the average number of neighboring cells in which kernel contribution is accounted for.
Clustering and noise level
Clustering is based on determining strong density attractors and the associated basins of attraction of the estimated discrete density. Subset of input samples pertaining to a basin of attraction of a strong attractor is assigned a unique cluster label. Samples pertaining to basins of attraction of attractors with the density below noise level ξ are labeled as noise.
Step wise hill-climbing procedure started from populated cells (satisfying f D > 0) has two stopping criteria:
Local maxima detected
If the densityf D of the detected maxima is below noise level ξ, all cells on the path of the hill-climbing procedure are labeled as noise. Otherwise, a strong attractor is detected and a new label denoting new cluster is assigned to all cells on the path of the procedure.
Cell with already assigned label detected
Continuation of the procedure from this point leads to an already detected maxima. The encountered label is assigned to all cells on the path of the hill-climbing procedure, regardless of representing noise or clustered data.
Clustering procedure stops when all populated cells are labeled. As prior knowledge would be required to anticipate absolute noise level, we define ξ relative to PDF by:
where Λ is the geometric mean off D and ε is the algorithm parameter. Note that value Λ differs from the proportionality constant λ, defined as the geometric mean of the initial density estimate. The computational complexity of the hill-climbing procedure is O(M ).
Image segmentation algorithm
In this section image segmentation algorithm is introduced based on the clustering technique proposed in Sec- 
Domain discretization
The range domain is partitioned into cells with side length σ = h 0 /ρ, where fixed bandwidth h 0 and proportionality factor ρ are algorithm parameters.
Initial density estimation
The discrete densityf D is acquired by counting pixels which populate each histogram cell. Proportionality constant λ is computed as the geometric mean off D . The complexity of this step is O(N ).
Adaptive density estimation
The discrete densityf D is estimated according to (15) using the Epanechnikov kernel (17):
where c d is equal to the volume of the d-dimensional hypersphere.
As the influence of the Epanechnikov kernel centered at 
Mapping range domain clusters to the spatial image domain
Spatial constraints of image regions are recovered using the region growing procedure. The growing process is continued as long as adjacent pixels belong to the same range domain cluster. The computational complexity of this step is O(N ).
The region growing mapping procedure is selected to evaluate the ability of the proposed histogram-based approach to produce quality segmentations. When implemented as a part of a complex vision system, the output of the algorithm can be accommodated for a particular application and the desired input for higher level processing modules. An alternative mapping procedure (step 6) could be based on the fuzzy region growing [31] , with fuzzy segments which retain uncertainty for propagation to higher level processing, where more intelligent decisions can be made. Overall complexity of the FHS algorithm is O(3N + (r + 1)M ). for all images in the publicly available Berkeley Segmentation Dataset [32] collection. In both cases number of clusters for ε = 40 is above 99% of number of clusters disclosed for ε = 1, suggesting low susceptibility of the algorithm with respect to this parameter. As shown in Fig. 1 , the resulting number of clusters retains temporal stability starting at ε = 9, thus we fix relative noise level to this value.
Factor ρ determines discretization granularity of the color space. This parameter prescribes the complexity of the density estimation procedure O(rM ), as constant r ∝ ρ 3 directly depends on the average number of neighboring cells in the discretized domain in which kernel contribution is accounted for. We fix the discretization granularity to ρ = 3. This value represents a compromise between the efficiency and the quality of the provided segmentations. For greater ρ space and time complexity of the algorithm rapidly grows, without prominent advances in the quality of generated segmentations.
After fixing parameters ε and ρ, the algorithm is driven with the single parameter h 0 which defines the scale of observation in the range domain. The additional parameter, often used in the segmentation algorithms, can be the minimum segment size.
The evaluation of the FHS algorithm is divided in two subsections. The segmentations provided by the proposed method are subjectively evaluated and compared to the segmentations generated by other well known segmentation algorithms. Results are given in subsection 6.1.
While the subjective evaluation can demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to produce quality segmentations on some images and give coarse insight into the algorithm properties, if the algorithm is going to be used in an automated system, the objective numerical results on large dataset are desired [33] . The extensive experimental evaluation is performed and results are given in subsection 6.2.
Subjective evaluation
FHS technique was applied to the images from the Berkeley segmentation Dataset (BSD) [32] The segmentations obtained by the proposed algorithm are compared to the segmentations generated by other well known segmentation algorithms in Fig. 3 . The methods used in the comparison include two colorbased techniques, namely the Mean Shift segmentation [1] and the Efficient Graph-Based segmentation [4] .
Results are also compared with the JSEG algorithm [20] which incorporates texture information in segmentation process and the Gradient Network Method (GNM) [21] 
Experimental evaluation
The FHS method is evaluated with respect to the quality of provided segmentation and efficiency of the algorithm. Our aim is to show that the proposed method is comparable in quality with other widely adopted low-level segmentation techniques, while running times are several times faster. Proposed method is compared with two existing segmentation methods based on same attributes. In the Mean Shift (MS) segmentation algorithm [1] , widely adopted in the vision community, MS procedure [23, 24] is implemented in the five-dimensional joint spatial-range domain. The multivariate kernel is defined as the product of two radially symmetric kernels controlled by the spatial bandwidth h s and the range bandwidth h r . MS algorithm is integrated into the Edge Detection and Image Segmentation (EDISON) system [34] , with source code available at http://www.caip.rutgers.edu/riul/.
Efficient Graph-Based Image Segmentation algorithm [4] is created with the intention to provide computationally efficient approach which can be used in wide range of computer vision tasks, which is consistent with our motivation. The algorithm uses adaptive thresholding criterion based on the degree of variability in the neighboring regions of the image, and single controlling parameter κ defining the scale of observation. The algorithm runs in time nearly linear in the number of graph edges. Source code of the algorithm is available at http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/˜pff/segment/.
Methodology
The evaluation database is the BSD dataset [32] which contains 300 images of complex natural scenes. For each image several ground truth (GT) segmentations are available. The BSD collection is divided into training and testing data sets. As non of the evaluated algorithms has learning strategy implemented, algorithms are evaluated on all images. For the assessment of the quality of provided segmentations we adopt the evaluation methodology proposed in the work of Pantofaru and Herbert [33] . The performance measure is the Normalized Probabilistic Rand index (N P R) [35] , quantifying the degree of agreement of an algorithmically generated segmentation with a set of manually created GT segmentations. The N P R index is computed from the Prob- 
Results
The evaluation results are summarized in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Each algorithm is evaluated for a reasonable set of parameters settled in [33] . In all plots, the label 'MSE' refers to the mean shift based algorithm as implemented in the EDISON system, with parameters values taken from h s ∈ [4, 16] and h r ∈ [4, 16] . The label 'EGB' refers to the efficient graph-based segmentation algorithm with κ ∈ [25, 300]. The fixed bandwidth h 0 ∈ [4, 16] for the 'FHS' algorithm is taken from the same set of values as the range bandwidth of the MSE algorithm.
The quality of the segmentations provided by each algorithm is presented in Fig. 4 . Plot 
Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is the novel image segmentation method based on discretization of the color space domain and the adaptive kernel density estimation. For the image segmentation task, spatial constraints of coherent image objects are recovered using the region growing technique where the growing criterion is the affiliation of subsequent pixels to same range domain cluster. Important request for robustness and stability of the segmentation algorithm operating in the erratically changing environment is fulfilled by implementing the variable bandwidth kernel. Using two-step density estimation approach, the kernel bandwidth is made locally adaptive to the data without considerable increase in the computational complexity. Adaptivity to the noise in the input scene is attained using relative noise level. Experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithm has
shown that the quality of the provided segmentation is comparable to those of the Mean Shift algorithm, widely adopted in the vision community, while running times of the FHS algorithm are several times faster. 
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